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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK:
Bryston BDA-3 DAC Serial # 000010 - Early Impressions
After spending many enjoyable hours
listening to downloaded music (PCM
and DSD) and ripped CD's I'm pleased
to say the BDA-3 paired with my BDP-2
is, to my ears, a very significant
advance in sound quality over my
previously owned Bryston BDA-1 DAC
also paired with my BDP-2.
The year long wait after ordering the
BDA-3 was well worthwhile as I hear
significant improvements in all areas
and no criticisms other than a clutter of
HDMI inputs that I probably will never use. I noticed a lower output level over the BDA-1
which simply meant having to use higher volume settings than in the past. Hopefully,
Bryston will come out with a more complete specification to include the BDA-3 output
level as they did with the BDA-1.
The most important improvement for me is a more relaxed sound quality but certainly
not at the expense of detail. In fact, to use the much used cliché, I have been hearing
detail on downloads and ripped CD's that I had not previously noticed. Despite all the
extra detail I was surprised to find less sibilance on recordings such as Cowboy Junkies
"The Trinity Session". Bass was deep and forceful and the soundstage in my room was
somewhat wider than the BDA-1 but the depth was much deeper which made symphony
recordings very realistic.
There was plenty to evaluate on the BDA-3 like listening to DSD downloads for the first
time and comparing the USB and AES/EBU inputs. For me I could live with either the
USB or the AES/EBU input but I did have a slight preference for the AES/EBU but I
would not want to try and describe why! It was great to have the opportunity to listen to
DSD downloads but overall I did not feel there were repeatable improvements in sound
quality over PCM 192/24 to justify the extra download time and storage space not to
mention the extra cost. Sometimes I actually thought I preferred PCM 96/24 over DSD
on some Beethoven piano concertos and Mozart violin concertos where I could
compare. DSD sometimes seemed to have a slight edginess that was occasionally

noticeable for PCM downloads on my BDA-1 but the new BDA-3 on PCM downloads
never gave rise to any edginess whatsoever.

I've had some late nights listening to all the improvements the BDA-3 is making to
playback of my music collection. I'm grateful for the opportunity to listen to DSD and
PCM downloads but for me I believe I will spend my money on PCM downloads only and
replay using the AES/EBU input on the BDA-3.
For anyone owning Bryston's BDA-1, or any other quality DAC, I think a listen to this
latest BDA-3 DAC is a must.

It is amazing how much improvement has evolved since the BDA-1 was
introduced by Bryston about 6 years ago.
Thanks
Roger

